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Research on predictors of cardiovascular disease (CVD) 
has increasingly focused on exposures to risk factors other 

than the conventional behavioral (ie, smoking, heavy alcohol 
use, physical inactivity, and unhealthy diet) and biological (eg, 
hypertension, dyslipidemia, diabetes mellitus, and obesity)  
factors.1 One of the potential predictors beyond the conventional 
risks is exposure to childhood psychosocial adversities such as 
financial difficulties, serious conflicts, and long-term disease in 
the family. In a recent longitudinal study of 1089 participants, 
childhood psychosocial adversity was associated with poorer 
cardiovascular health as defined by American Heart Association 
metrics.2 Studies have also reported associations between child-
hood adversity and adulthood CVD risk factors3–8 and cardio-
vascular morbidity,9–12 although the underlying mechanisms 
linking childhood exposure to adult disease remain unclear.
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It is possible that childhood adversity sets an individual 
on a risk pathway leading to adverse future exposures. Those 
exposed to psychosocial adversity in childhood not only may 
be at an increased risk of experiencing various adversities in 
adulthood but also may perceive these events as more burden-
some.13 Thus, adult neighborhood disadvantage may drive the 
link between childhood experiences and adult health, repre-
senting a pathway model. An important source of adversity 
experienced in adulthood is residence in a socioeconomically 
disadvantaged neighborhood, which has been shown to be 
associated with CVD risk factors or morbidities such as obe-
sity,14,15 ischemic heart disease,16 myocardial infarction,17–19 
and cerebrovascular diseases.20–22 In our prior cross-sectional 

Background—Childhood adverse psychosocial factors (eg, parental divorce, long-term financial difficulties) and adult 
neighborhood disadvantage have both been linked to increased cardiovascular disease (CVD). However, their combined 
effects on disease risk are not known.

Methods and Results—Participants were 37 699 adults from the Finnish Public Sector study whose data were linked to a 
national neighborhood disadvantage grid with the use of residential addresses between the years 2000 and 2008 and who 
responded to a survey on childhood psychosocial adversities and adult CVD risk behaviors in 2008 to 2009. Survey data 
were also linked to national registers on hospitalization, mortality, and prescriptions to assess CVD risk factors in 2008 to 
2009 and to ascertain incident CVD (coronary heart disease or cerebrovascular disease) between the survey and the end 
of December 2011 (mean follow-up, 2.94 years; SD=0.44 years). Combined exposure to high childhood adversity and 
high adult disadvantage was associated with CVD risk factors (hypertension, dyslipidemia, diabetes mellitus, obesity, 
smoking, heavy alcohol use, and physical inactivity) and with a 2.25-fold (95% confidence interval, 1.39–3.63) hazard 
of incident CVD compared with a low childhood adversity and low adult disadvantage. This hazard ratio was attenuated 
by 16.6% but remained statistically significant after adjustment for the CVD risk factors (1.96; 95% confidence interval, 
1.22–3.16). Exposure to high childhood adversity or high adult neighborhood disadvantage alone was not significantly 
associated with CVD in fully adjusted models.

Conclusions—These findings suggest that individuals with both childhood psychosocial adversity and adult 
neighborhood disadvantage are at an increased risk of CVD. In contrast, those with only 1 of these exposures 
have little or no excess risk after controlling for conventional risk factors.   (Circulation. 2015;132:371-379.  
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analyses, childhood psychosocial adversity and adult neigh-
borhood disadvantage, in combination, were associated with 
the co-occurrence of adult CVD risk behaviors such as smok-
ing, heavy alcohol use, and physical inactivity.23,24 However, 
we are aware of no longitudinal studies on the combined effect 
of childhood psychosocial adversity and adult neighborhood 
disadvantage on CVD end points such as fatal and nonfatal 
coronary heart disease or cerebrovascular diseases.

In this longitudinal study, we used survey and register data 
to examine whether exposures to certain adverse psychoso-
cial factors in childhood and to neighborhood disadvantage in 
adulthood are associated with an increased risk of CVD in a 
large adult population. In accordance with the pathway model 
(Figure 1), we hypothesized that the effects of the 2 exposures 
are such that individuals with both psychosocial adversity in 
childhood and neighborhood adversity in adulthood would 
have a higher CVD risk than those with only 1 exposure or 
no such exposures. We also hypothesized that these associa-
tions are only partially accounted for by conventional CVD 
risk factors.

Methods
Study Population
Participants were from the Finnish Public Sector study (FPSS).25 The 
register cohort of the FPSS includes all employees of 10 towns and 6 
hospital districts who had a minimum of 6 months of employment in 
the participating organizations between 1991 and 2005 (n=151 901). 
These employees are in a wide range of occupations, from city admin-
istrators and doctors to semiskilled cleaners. The survey cohorts of 
the FPSS comprise employees with a job contract at the time of the 
survey, as indicated by the employers’ registers, with responding being 
voluntary.

Figure 2 shows a flowchart of the sample selection for the present 
study. We obtained the latitude and longitude coordinates of the resi-
dential addresses for the register cohort from the Population Register 
Center for dates between January 1, 2000 and the date of administration 
of our survey (hereafter called the 2008/09 survey), which took place 
between September 1, 2008, and November 30, 2009. For 1462 partici-
pants, the addresses were unknown. Of the register cohort, 60 061 par-
ticipants were eligible for the 2008/09 survey on childhood adversities, 
whereas 60 370 were not eligible because they were no longer employed 
by the organizations at the time of the survey(s). Furthermore, some of 
the questionnaires did not include items on childhood adversity, leav-
ing an additional 26 053 participants out of the analytical cohort. We 
excluded from the cohort 18 653 nonresponders (response rate, 69%) 
and those participants with a CVD event (coronary heart disease or 
cerebrovascular disease) 5 years before the 2008/09 survey (n=374), 
with an incomplete residential history (n=2883), or with missing data 
on childhood psychosocial adversities (n=452), leading to a final sam-
ple size of 37 699 participants with detailed information on exposure 
to neighborhood disadvantage between 2000 and the 2008/09 survey. 
This sample was followed up for major coronary heart and cerebro-
vascular events from the 2008/2009 survey until December 31, 2011, 

and for all-cause mortality until June 30, 2014, through national health 
registers. Register and cohort data were linked by use of personal iden-
tification codes that for confidentiality purposes were then recoded 
into research identification codes to be used in the analyses. The ana-
lyzed sample did not differ markedly from the eligible survey cohort 
of 60 061 participants in terms of mean age (50 years in the sample 
versus 49 years in the eligible cohort), sex (78% versus 78% female), or 
level of education (10% versus 11% low; 36% versus 38% intermedi-
ate; 54% versus 50% high). The Ethics Committee of the Helsinki and 
Uusimaa Hospital District approved the study.

Measures of Exposure

Childhood Psychosocial Adversity
In the 2008/09 survey, childhood psychosocial adversity was assessed 
retrospectively with 6 questions modified from the Survey of Living 
Conditions developed by Statistics Finland,26 as in earlier studies.10,13 
The respondents were asked whether they had experienced the fol-
lowing in their childhood: divorce/separation of the parents, long-
term financial difficulties in the family, serious conflicts in the family, 
frequent fear of a family member, serious or chronic illness of a fam-
ily member, and alcohol problem of a family member. Response cat-
egories for each item were as follows: no=0, yes=1, or “cannot say,” 
which was coded as missing data. We calculated a summary variable 
for childhood psychosocial adversity (range, 0–6).

Adult Neighborhood Disadvantage
Data for adult neighborhood disadvantage were obtained from the 
Statistics Finland’s grid database for the years 2000 and 2008. This 
database contains information for all Finnish residents on social and 
economic characteristics shown at the level of 250×250-m grids 
at the time of data collection.27 We used information on income 
(coded inversely) and unemployment rates and the proportion of 
those with a low level of education as the determinants of neighbor-
hood (ie, for each 250×250-m grid) disadvantage. For each of the 
3 variables, we derived a standardized z score (mean=0, SD=1).  
A total disadvantage score was then calculated by taking the mean 
value across all z scores23; the mean of the score in the study popula-
tion was −0.297 (range, −2.03 to 6.78), with a higher score indicating 
a higher disadvantage. We linked these data to the cohort participants’ 
home addresses between 2000 and the date of survey completion 
using the latitude and longitude coordinates. The participants had 
lived in 14 885 different neighborhoods between 2000 and the sur-
vey date; the average total population per neighborhood was 153.5; 
and there were on average 4.9 participants per grid. For the analyses, 
we calculated exposure to neighborhood disadvantage as a residen-
tial time-weighted disadvantage score over a minimum of 3200 days  
(8.9 years) preceding the 2008/09 survey.

Outcome Measures

Cardiovascular Risk Factors in Adulthood
Using national registers and standard questionnaire measurements in 
the 2008/09 survey, we measured the following CVD risk factors28: 
hypertension, dyslipidemia, diabetes mellitus, obesity, smoking, high 
alcohol intake, and physical inactivity. To identify cases of hyperten-
sion, dyslipidemia, and diabetes mellitus, we used data on prescription 
purchases for antihypertensive medication, lipid-lowering medication 
(statins), and antidiabetes medication. In Finland, drugs for the treat-
ment of these conditions are available by prescription only. National 
health insurance provides coverage for the prescription drugs to all 
residents living in the community, and all the reimbursed prescrip-
tions are registered in the Finnish Prescription Register managed by 
the Social Insurance Institution. For each drug prescription, the dis-
pensing date, the World Health Organization Anatomic Therapeutic 
Chemical code,29 and the quantity dispensed are recorded. For anti-
hypertensive medication, we used Anatomic Therapeutic Chemical 
codes C02, C03, C07, C08, and C09; for statins, the code C10AA; 
and for antidiabetes drugs, the code A10. As in our earlier stud-
ies, participants having hypertension or type 2 diabetes mellitus 
were additionally identified on the basis of eligibility for special 

Figure 1. Childhood psychosocial adversity and adult neighborhood 
disadvantage as distal risk factors for cardiovascular disease (CVD).
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medication reimbursement for these conditions.30 From the Finnish 
national sickness insurance scheme, we obtained data on all patients 
who had been granted special reimbursement for medications, includ-
ing antihypertensive and antidiabetes drugs. To be eligible for this 
reimbursement owing to hypertension, the patient needs to have a 
severe (at least stage 2) or complicated form of hypertension. The 
corresponding eligibility criteria for reimbursement for antidiabetes 
medication are diabetes-specific symptoms and repeated plasma glu-
cose levels >7.0 mmol/L.

Participants who in the 5 years before the 2008/09 survey were 
eligible for special reimbursement for an antihypertensive drug 
or had at least 1 prescription for antihypertensive medication for a 
minimum of 3 months (>90 average daily doses) were counted as 
prevalent cases of hypertension. Correspondingly, the definition of 
prevalent case of diabetes mellitus was any participant who was eli-
gible for special reimbursement for diabetes treatment or had at least 
1 prescription for diabetes medication for a minimum of 3 months, 
and a prevalent case of dyslipidemia was any participant who had at 
least 1 statin prescription for a minimum of 3 months in the 5 years 
before the 2008/09 survey. Incident cases of these conditions were 
determined correspondingly from the date of granting special reim-
bursement or the date of the first purchase of a prescribed drug after 
the 2008/09 survey until the occurrence of a CVD outcome or until 
December 31, 2011.

In the 2008/09 survey, we measured the following CVD risk fac-
tors: obesity, smoking, alcohol intake, and physical inactivity.23–25 
Participants’ weight and height were requested to determine whether 
they were obese (body mass index ≥30 kg/m2), and smoking status 
was used to identify current smokers. High alcohol intake was indi-
cated by self-reported average consumption of >210 g/wk (of pure 
alcohol) or having passed out as a result of heavy alcohol consump-
tion at least once during the past 12 months. Physical inactivity was 
assessed with the following questions: “How much did you exercise 
per week on average during the past year?” and “Estimate whether 
the level of intensity of the exercise corresponded to walking, vig-
orous walking, jogging, or running.” The time spent on activity at 
each intensity level in hours per week was multiplied by the average 
energy expenditure of each activity, expressed in metabolic equiva-
lent task (MET) hours; <2 MET hours per day was scored as indicat-
ing physical inactivity.

Cardiovascular Outcomes
The primary outcome was incident definite CVD events, including 
definite angina or myocardial infarction (International Classification 
of Diseases, 10th Revision codes I20.0, I21, and I22 for causes of hos-
pitalization and codes I20–I25 for causes of death) and cerebrovascu-
lar disease (codes I60–I69 for causes of hospitalizations and deaths). 

Our secondary outcomes were any CVD events (coronary heart dis-
ease [International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision codes 
I20–I25] and cerebrovascular disease [codes I60–I 69] for causes of 
hospitalization and death) and all-cause mortality, which was used 
as an unbiased marker of outcome. Data on hospital admissions as 
a result of CVD events were obtained from the National Hospital 
Discharge Register; records on fatal CVD events were obtained from 
Statistics Finland; and records of all-cause mortality were obtained 
from the Population Register Center.

Covariates
The age and sex of the participants were obtained from the employers’ 
registers. Information about the participants’ highest educational degree 
was obtained from Statistics Finland and was used as a 3-class proxy 
variable for individual socioeconomic status (high=university degree, 
intermediate=high school or vocational school, low=comprehensive 
school). Marital status (living alone versus married/cohabiting) was 
requested in the survey.

Statistical Analyses
Using dichotomized variables for childhood psychosocial adver-
sity (low=0–1, high=2–6) and for adult neighborhood disadvantage 
(low=standardized mean below 0, high=above 0), we classified the 
participants into 4 exposure categories: low childhood adversity/low 
adult disadvantage, low childhood adversity/high adult disadvantage, 
high childhood adversity/low adult disadvantage, and high childhood 
adversity/high adult disadvantage. To examine the pathway model, 
we assessed the associations between this combined exposure and 
conventional adult CVD risk factors (hypertension, dyslipidemia, 
diabetes mellitus, obesity, smoking, high alcohol consumption, and 
physical inactivity) using log-binomial regression models with gen-
eralized estimating equations. The findings are presented as risk 
ratios and their 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for each combination 
category of the exposure variable for which the combination of low 
childhood psychosocial adversity and low adult neighborhood disad-
vantage was used as the reference. Generalized estimating equations 
were used to take into account the intracluster dependence of indi-
viduals residing within the same municipalities.

To examine whether expected associations between CVD risk 
factors (hypertension, dyslipidemia, diabetes mellitus, obesity, smok-
ing, high alcohol intake, and physical inactivity) and the 3 outcomes 
(definite CVD event, any CVD event, all-cause mortality) were seen 
in these data, we used time-dependent marginal Cox proportional 
hazard models. We treated CVD risk factors as time-dependent pre-
dictors and followed up participants until the outcome of interest, 
death, or end of follow-up (December 31, 2011), whichever occurred 

Figure 2. Flowchart of the selection of the analyzed sample.
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first. The results were reported as age- and sex-adjusted hazard ratios 
and their 95% CIs. In a preliminary analysis, we confirmed that pro-
portional hazards assumptions were not violated. We adopted a gen-
eralized estimating equation–like marginal approach to account for 
the intracluster dependence, and we estimated regression parameters 
in the Cox model using the maximum partial likelihood estimates 
under an independent working assumption with a robust sandwich 
covariance matrix estimate.

In the main analysis, the association between combined expo-
sure to high adversity and high disadvantage and the risk of incident 
definite CVD event was examined with the use of time-dependent 
Cox proportional hazard models. We first estimated the effect with 
adjustment for demographic characteristics (age, sex, education, 
marital status). We then added the CVD risk factors to the model and 
calculated the percentage attenuation in the β coefficient as: 100× 
(β

ref model
−β

ref model+risk factors
)/β

ref model
. This proportion provides an esti-

mate of the extent to which the association between the combined 
exposure and incident definite CVD event is mediated by adulthood 
CVD risk factors. Similar analyses were performed for the secondary 
outcomes, any CVD event, and all-cause mortality. All analyses were 
performed with the statistical package SAS version 9.3.

Results
The mean age of the 37 699 healthy participants at the time 
of the 2008/09 survey was 49.9 years (SD=10.4 years). Other 
descriptive statistics of the study population by the 4 exposure 
categories are presented in Table 1. During the mean follow-
up of 2.94 years (SD=0.44 years), there were 201 definite 
CVD events. For all-cause mortality (n=381), the follow-up 
time was 5.43 years (SD=0.50 years).

Exposure to either high childhood adversity or high adult 
disadvantage was associated with adult CVD risk factors 
(Table 2). The highest age- and sex-adjusted risk ratios for 
those exposed only to high childhood adversity were 1.28 
(95% CI, 1.21–1.36) for heavy alcohol use and 1.24 (95% CI, 
1.19–1.30) for smoking (Table 2). The highest risk ratios for 
exposure to high adult disadvantage only were 1.66 (95% CI, 
1.56–1.76) for smoking and 1.36 (95% CI, 1.26–1.47) for obe-
sity. Being exposed to high childhood adversity and high adult 
disadvantage was associated with all CVD risk factors, with 
risk ratios ranging from 1.10 (95% CI, 1.02–1.18) for dyslip-
idemia to 2.16 (95% CI, 2.06–2.27) for smoking.

In the age- and sex-adjusted models, the combination of 
high childhood adversity and high adult disadvantage was 
associated with a doubling of the risk of a definite CVD event 
at follow-up; the hazard ratio for the high/high versus the low/
low exposure category was 2.53 (95% CI, 1.72–3.74; Table 3). 
As expected, all CVD risk factors were also associated with an 
increased risk of CVD, the only exception being heavy alco-
hol consumption (Table 3). These results were similar when 
the CVD risk factors were mutually adjusted (Table I in the 
online-only Data Supplement). All CVD risk factors were 
associated with all-cause mortality, with the hazard ratios 
ranging from 1.32 (95% CI, 1.04–1.69) for obesity to 2.57 
(95% CI, 1.94–3.39) for diabetes mellitus (Table 3).

In models adjusted for age, sex, education, and marital 
status, being in the high/high exposure category was associ-
ated with a 2.25-fold (95% CI, 1.39–3.63) hazard for a definite 
CVD event (Table 4). For all-cause mortality, the correspond-
ing hazard ratio was 1.24 (95% CI, 0.98–1.57; data not shown). 
Adjustments for the CVD risk factors attenuated the associa-
tion for definite CVD event by 16.6%, but it remained highly 

significant, with a hazard ratio of 1.96 (95% CI, 1.22–3.16). 
An analysis using any CVD event as the outcome replicated 
these results (Table 4). Figure 3 shows cumulative hazards 
for definite and any CVD events by exposure category. The 
risk difference between exposure category groups increased 
across the entire follow-up period, suggesting the highest risk 
for those with a combined exposure.

Discussion
We found that exposure to high childhood psychosocial adver-
sity and high adult neighborhood disadvantage was associated 
with a doubling of the risk of incident CVD in adulthood com-
pared with the absence of such exposures. This association was 
not explained by factors included in conventional CVD risk 
assessment such as smoking, hypertension, dyslipidemia, or 
diabetes mellitus. Neither childhood psychosocial adversity nor 
adult neighborhood disadvantage alone was significantly asso-
ciated with incident CVD in the fully adjusted models, although 
these exposures were associated with CVD risk factors.

Our findings on childhood psychosocial adversity and 
CVD are in agreement with the prior literature.11 In Finland, 
poor psychosocial and socioeconomic circumstances in child-
hood have been found to be associated with poor heart health 
as defined by the American Heart Association2 and with an 
increased risk of acute ischemic heart or cerebrovascular dis-
ease in men.10 Elsewhere, a 3-fold risk of stroke was found 
among men who had experienced parental divorce compared 

Figure 3. Cumulative hazard of definite (International 
Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision codes I20.1, I21–I22, 
and I60–I69; A) and any (International Classification of Diseases, 
10th Revision codes I20–I25 and I60–I69; B) cardiovascular 
disease events by the level of childhood psychosocial adversity 
and adult neighbourhood disadvantage.
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Table 1. Demographic Characteristics of the Sample by Childhood Psychosocial Adversity and Adult Neighborhood Disadvantage

n (%)

Low Childhood  
Adversity,  
Low Adult  

Disadvantage
(n=17 089), %

Low Childhood  
Adversity,  
High Adult  

Disadvantage
(n=6743), %

High childhood  
Adversity, Low Adult  

Disadvantage
(n=9460), %

High Childhood  
Adversity,  
High Adult  

Disadvantage
(n=4407),%

Sex

  Men 8031 (21.3) 22.5 22.7 19.6 18.3

  Women 29 668 (78.7) 77.5 77.3 80.4 81.7

Age group, y

  22–55 25 009 (66.3) 66.9 61.4 68.4 67.2

  56–78 12 690 (33.7) 33.1 38.6 31.6 32.8

Education

  High 20 445 (54.2) 62.1 42.9 56.0 37.6

  Intermediate 13 551 (36.0) 30.5 43.5 34.9 47.5

  Low 3703 (9.8) 7.4 13.6 9.1 14.9

Married or cohabiting

  Yes 28 084 (74.9) 81.1 65.3 77.5 59.6

  No 9412 (25.1) 18.9 34.7 22.5 40.4

Table 2. Risk Ratios* (95% CIs) for Age- and Sex-Adjusted Associations of Childhood Psychosocial Adversity and Adult 
Neighborhood Disadvantage With Cardiovascular Risk Factors

Childhood
Adversity, Adult
Disadvantage

Hypertension†
(n=9516, 25.2%)

Dyslipidemia†
(n=3412, 9.1%)

Diabetes Mellitus†
(n=1916, 5.1%)

Obesity
(n=6217, 16.9%)

Smoking
(n=5216, 13.9%)

Heavy Alcohol Use
(n=5152, 13.7%)

Physical Inactivity 
(n=10 106, 26.9%)

Low-low (n=17 089) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Low-high (n=6743) 1.11 (1.07–1.15) 1.06 (1.01–1.11) 1.26 (1.14–1.39) 1.36 (1.26–1.47) 1.66 (1.56–1.76) 1.10 (1.03–1.18) 1.17 (1.12–1.22)

High-low (n=9460) 1.07 (1.03–1.11) 1.06 (1.00–1.14) 1.08 (0.96–1.22) 1.20 (1.11–1.30) 1.24 (1.19–1.30) 1.28 (1.21–1.36) 1.07 (1.03–1.11)

High-high (n=4407) 1.15 (1.09–1.20) 1.10 (1.02–1.18) 1.53 (1.37–1.70) 1.55 (1.40–1.72) 2.16 (2.06–2.27) 1.42 (1.35–1.51) 1.29 (1.21–1.37)

CI indicates confidence interval.
*Based on log-binomial regression models with generalized estimating equations estimation taking into account the intracluster dependence of individuals residing 

within the same municipalities.
†Based on prescription registers.

with those whose parents had not divorced.9 Associations 
between early-life adverse psychosocial experiences and CVD 
at ≥50 years of age12 and a dose-response relationship between 
exposure to adverse childhood psychosocial factors and isch-
emic heart disease31 have also been reported. However, only 
1 cross-sectional study has reported the combined effects of 
childhood psychosocial adversity and neighborhood disad-
vantage, suggesting that living in an affluent neighborhood 
may protect against any negative health effects resulting from 
childhood psychosocial exposures.6

Except for our study on the co-occurrence of poor health 
behaviors,24 we are not aware of studies that have examined 
the effect of neighborhood disadvantage on CVD while 
taking into account childhood psychosocial exposures. 
However, there is evidence to support an association between 
neighborhood disadvantage and increased cardiovascu-
lar health risk. In an Australian study,15 for example, area-
level deprivation was associated with obesity and smoking, 
although no statistically significant association was apparent 
with diabetes mellitus, at-risk alcohol use, physical activ-
ity, or CVD itself. At least 1 study of disease outcomes has 
reported an increased risk of stroke among whites ≥65 years 

of age in neighborhoods with the lowest compared with 
those in neighborhoods with the highest socioeconomic sta-
tus21; 2 independent ecological studies suggest associations 
between aspects of neighborhood disadvantage and the risk 
of stroke20,22; and several studies have shown a link between 
neighborhood disadvantage and an increased risk of CVD, 
often independently of adult individual-level socioeconomic 
status.16–18

Several plausible mechanisms may link these 2 exposures 
with health. Financial difficulties or parental distress, for exam-
ple, may decrease health-promoting parenting, thus adversely 
affecting children’s health behaviors.32 Disadvantaged neigh-
borhoods characterized by a high prevalence of smoking or 
public drinking may reduce motivation to initiate and main-
tain healthy behaviors.33 Common pathways such as social 
stress may partly explain the observed strong link for child-
hood psychosocial adversity and adult neighborhood disad-
vantage with 1 health behavior, namely smoking. This finding 
is consistent with the hypothesis that psychosocial and socio-
economic exposures from across the life course and at indi-
vidual and neighborhood levels play an important role in  
smoking habits.
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Table 3. Age- and Sex-Adjusted Associations of Childhood Psychosocial Adversity, Adult Neighborhood Disadvantage, and 
Cardiovascular Risk Factors With Incident CVD and All-Cause Mortality*

Definite CVD Event† Any CVD Event‡ All-Cause Mortality

Participants, n Events, n Hazard ratio (95% CI) Events, n Hazard Ratio (95% CI) Events, n Hazard Ratio (95% CI)

Childhood adversity

  Low 23 832 110 1.00 159 1.00 238 1.00

  High 13 867 91 1.53 (1.16–2.03) 121 1.41 (1.11–1.79) 143 1.09 (0.89–1.34)

Adult disadvantage

  Low 26 549 118 1.00 176 1.00 241 1.00

  High 11 150 83 1.65 (1.24–2.18) 104 1.37 (1.08–1.75) 140 1.32 (1.07–1.63)

Childhood adversity
Adult disadvantage

  Low-low 17 089 68 1.00 108 1.00 152 1.00

  Low-high 6743 42 1.50 (1.02–2.20) 51 1.13 (0.81–1.58) 86 1.34 (1.03–1.74)

  High-low 9460 50 1.40 (0.97–2.03) 68 1.20 (0.89–1.63) 89 1.10 (0.85–1.43)

  High-high 4407 41 2.53 (1.72–3.74) 53 2.05 (1.48–2.85) 54 1.41 (1.04–1.93)

Biological risk factors

  Hypertension*

   No 28 183 113 1.00 141 1.00 202 1.00

   Yes 9516 88 1.73 (1.29–2.33) 139 2.14 (1.67–2.74) 179 1.71 (1.39–2.11)

  Dyslipidemia*

   No 34 286 158 1.00 195 1.00 306 1.00

   Yes 3413 43 1.84 (1.29–2.62) 85 2.94 (2.23–3.87) 75 1.39 (1.07–1.81)

  Diabetes mellitus*

   No 35 783 173 1.00 234 1.00 319 1.00

   Yes 1916 28 2.42 (1.60–3.68) 46 2.88 (2.06–4.00) 62 2.57 (1.94–3.39)

  Obesity

   No 30 545 147 1.00 210 1.00 286 1.00

   Yes 6217 49 1.51 (1.09–2.08) 65 1.40 (1.06–1.85) 83 1.32 (1.04–1.69)

Behavioral risk factors

  Smoking

   No 32 291 132 1.00 200 1.00 289 1.00

   Yes 5216 68 3.47 (2.57–4.68) 79 2.72 (2.09–3.54) 89 2.29 (1.79–2.91)

  Heavy alcohol use

   No 32 440 164 1.00 234 1.00 292 1.00

   Yes 5152 37 1.13 (0.78–1.64) 45 0.96 (0.69–1.33) 87 1.81 (1.41–2.32)

  Physical inactivity

   No 27 424 107 1.00 146 1.00 206 1.00

   Yes 10 106 92 2.00 (1.51–2.64) 131 2.07 (1.63–2.62) 173 1.96 (1.60–2.40)

CI indicates confidence interval; and CVD, cardiovascular disease. 
*From marginal Cox model approach taking into account the intracluster dependence of individuals residing within the same municipalities.
†Cardiovascular disease International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision codes I20.1, I21 to I22, and I60 to I69.
‡Cardiovascular disease International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision codes I20 to I25 and I60 to I69.

Policy implications of the present findings should be 
drawn cautiously. Factors included in a conventional CVD 
risk assessment did not explain the association between 
childhood psychosocial adversity, adult neighborhood 
disadvantage, and incident CVD, suggesting that tackling 
conventional risk factors might not remove the excess 
CVD risk among individuals exposed to childhood adver-
sity and adult disadvantage. Setting childhood adversity 
and adult disadvantage as targets of CVD prevention is 

premature at this stage because we have little evidence 
of the potential benefits and harms of such interventions, 
and it is unknown whether these factors can realistically 
be modified in clinical settings in a cost-effective man-
ner. Although further research is needed to increase our 
understanding of the nature of these associations in terms 
of CVD pathogenesis, reducing childhood adversity and 
adult disadvantage remains an important goal for health 
policies.
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Study Limitations
Childhood psychosocial adversity was assessed retrospec-
tively at the individual level, whereas the measure of adult 
neighborhood disadvantage was an aggregate measure based 
on the population living in the same small area. The first mea-
sure is subject to reporting and recall biases, which may both 
underestimate and overestimate associations34; area-based 
measures can be imprecise, potentially leading to an under-
estimation of associations. To improve accuracy, we defined 
neighborhood disadvantage using a long and detailed residen-
tial history (location in 250×250-m grids over nearly 9 years). 
There is also a chance of differential misclassification error 
because we used a retrospective measure for childhood adver-
sity, which may limit the validity of the data. There is some 
evidence that the reliability of the self-reported measure of 
childhood adversity is good35; however, the validity of self-
reported adversity can be assessed only by means of prospec-
tive studies beginning from childhood. The data came from 
a society based on a strong welfare state and a study popu-
lation that was dominated by white female participants. The 
cohort is likely to have excluded those who suffered the most 
from childhood adversities because they might be less suc-
cessful in finding a job. In combination, these facts may have 
resulted in the exclusion of those who are the worst off. Thus, 
the results need to be confirmed in other general populations 
and in locations where the social security through life varies 
and neighborhood-level socioeconomic differences are larger. 
The strengths of this longitudinal study include the large study 
population, the comprehensive and valid register data for the 
outcomes, and the control for conventional CVD risk factors 
and for individual-level education. A further advantage was 
the use of accurate data for characterizing the accumulation of 
neighborhood-level exposure.

Conclusions
We found that combined exposure to high childhood psycho-
social adversity and high adult neighborhood disadvantage 
was associated with an increased risk of major cardiovascu-
lar events such as coronary heart disease and cerebrovascular 
disease. The magnitude of this association was comparable 
to that for major CVD risk factors, but further research is 
needed to assess whether the association is replicable in other 
populations and whether it is causal or only indicative of 
other risk factors
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CLINICAL PERSPECTIvE
Both adverse childhood experiences (eg, parental divorce, long-term financial difficulties) and adult neighborhood disadvan-
tage have been linked to increased risk of cardiovascular disease. This study found that although childhood adversity and 
adult disadvantage are independently associated with cardiovascular risk factors (eg, smoking, obesity, and hypertension), 
only individuals exposed to both circumstances are at an increased risk of incident cardiovascular disease. This association 
was not fully accounted for by conventional risk factors.
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